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OVERVIEW
Greyeye Technology is established as a leading provider
of independent stock auditing software systems.
Founded in 1999, Greyeye’s continued success is built
on its commitment to providing the best technological
and business solutions to many types of stocktaking
and hospitality businesses. Our systems are designed to
operate on industry standard platforms and offer
robust, secure and comprehensive solutions to real
business needs.
Our expertise in providing state of the art, customer
focussed software, has led to successful and enduring
client relationships, which in turn has led to many new
applications being developed for professional
stocktakers, hotel chains, event catering companies,
councils, pubs, clubs and breweries.
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Significant efficiency gains have been realised
by my clients as a result of using CellarManager
and StockManager
Mr Nigel Cole FILSA,
Stocktaker for Thistle Hotels

The most comprehensive system on the market
with an impressive development program
utilising modern applications.
John Thorne,
Managing Director, Thorne Son & Clarke

StockManager is a very effective tool in the
management of our liquor and the system
support is first class.
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Steve Winchcombe,
Group Liquor Manager, Compass UK Leisure
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The Revolutionary Integrated Food and
Beverage Stock Audit & Control system
unique flexibility
UNIQUE
FLEXIBILITY
StockMaster is a family of WindowsTM based stock
auditing software programs that are highly
configurable in design to suit many hospitality
environments. It is currently in use with a large
range of clients from individual professional
stocktakers to large multinational companies.

overview

OVERVIE
StockMaster consists of several integrated components:
• StockManager
The core application, installed on a laptop or desktop, which
provides an efficient stock audit and control/management
system with interfaces to the other StockMaster applications
and third party systems.
• StockMate
Software application that runs on a mobile hand held data
collection terminal (HHT).
• CellarManager
For use by operator with central purchasing of stock and stock
distribution to bars. Links to StockManager for data transfer.
• Report Viewer
An application offering easy access to StockManager reports
for Head Office management.
• RetailManager
A stocktaking application designed for retail stocktaking
utilising data capture on an HHT.
• AccountsManager
Bookkeeping application for small hospitality organisations.

in use by
• Professional stocktakers
• Breweries and pub companies
• Hotels and leisure centres

• Clubs and sports stadia
• Event catering companies
• Councils and universities

www.greyeye.co.uk

fully supported products

in more detail
StockManager
StockManager is a highly configurable application
that includes:
• quick and accurate cash-to-stock reconciliation
• single and multi-bar operation
• easy to use interface – integrates both food
and beverage components
• comprehensive suite of tailorable stocktaking
reports focused on product and overall business
performance
• extensive analytical and group reports offering
financial and sales trend analysis
• connectivity to third party in-house systems is
available on an individually tailored basis to fit
specific business needs
• remote communications facility for data
transfer between systems
• continual development program

StockMate
StockMate is an application for use with an HHT,
utilising:
• product code or bar-code
scanning for product
identification
• dynamic addition of products
and locations
• fast data transfer to
StockManager system
• on-screen and printable
report of count audit trail

Moving to StockMaster products is not a leap in the dark.
After-sales support is vital when implementing a new system,
and in order to give you complete peace of mind, we will:
• supply and install all necessary software and hardware
as required
• train you in all aspects of the system
• provide free-of-charge technical and software support for
the first year, available by phone, email or fax. (On-site
service available at extra cost.)
In this way we ensure that your system is implemented as
quickly and efficiently as possible whilst maintaining full
behind-the-scenes support as you start using StockMaster
products.

frequently asked questions
Can StockMaster make use of my client data?
Yes. Specifically tailored software enables migration of most
client data to StockManager and the ability to convert
individual sites as required avoids the ‘big bang’ scenario.

CellarManager

What is the easiest way to get support?

CellarManager is an efficient
operational tool for clients operating a cellar-based
environment. This application is easy to use and
offers a comprehensive suite of reports. Data transfer
to StockManager is fast and efficient saving time
during the stocktaking process.

What about updates or upgrades?

ReportViewer
Reports generated from StockManager can be saved
in small file format for electronic transfer to client’s
head office where they can be viewed on demand
using ReportViewer. This valuable client
management facility is further enhanced with
simultaneous display of multiple reports.

As well as the telephone helpline, we provide a modem and
software which allows you to access on-line support.

Minor application enhancements are available on CD free of
charge for the first year. Upgrades are available at extra cost,
also on CD.

What happens to support at the end of the
first year?
After the first free year, software support will be charged
annually and will continue as before.

RetailManager
A multiple HHT application, with bar code scanning,
designed to access till data and complete an
independent stocktake.

AccountsManager
A comprehensive bookkeeping application
specifically designed for the licensed trade for use
up to VAT return level. Ideal application for the
professional stocktakers who wish to provide this
service to their clients.

We currently use reports specific to ourselves. Is
StockManager likely to be able to duplicate these?
Yes. StockManager is highly configurable making it suitable
for many different business environments and needs. We
would be happy to advise on specific requirements and help
you configure your system accordingly as part of the
training course we offer. This configurability of reports is
just as applicable to all other StockMaster products.
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